
Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted.
Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, with envelopes included at no extra charge.
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Double-Sided Flat Cards

5x7 - 901V, 901H, 4x9.25 - 109V, 109H
5x5 square only - 133

5x7 - 902V, 902H, 4x9.25 - 111V, 111H
5x5 square only - 134

5x7 - 903V, 903H, 4x9.25 - 112V, 112H
5x5 - 135V, 135H

5x7 - 904V, 904H, 4x9.25 - 110V, 110H
5x5 square only - 136

5x7 - 905V, 905H, 4x9.25 - 113V, 113H
5x5 square only - 137

5x7 - 906V, 906H, 4x9.25 - 114V, 114H
5x5 - 138V, 138H

5x7 - 908V, 908H, 4x9.25 - 116V, 116H
5x5 square only - 139

5x7 - 117V, 117H, 4x9.25 - 101V, 101H 5x7 - 118V, 118H, 4x9.25 - 102V, 102H

5x7 - 119V, 119H, 4x9.25 - 103V, 103H
5x5 - 142V, 142H

5x7 square only - 120, 4x9.25 - 104V, 104H



Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted.
Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, with envelopes included at no extra charge.

Double-Sided Flat Cards

5x7 sq only - 121, 4x9.25 - 105V, 105H 5x7 - 122V, 122H, 4x9.25 - 106V, 106H

5x7 round only - 125, 4x9.25 - 125

5x7 - 123V, 123H, 4x9.25 - 107V, 107H
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5x7 - 124, 4x9.25 - 108
squares only for both sizes

5x7 sq only - 126, 4x9.25 - 117V, 117H 5x7 - 127V, 127H, 4x9.25 - 118V, 118H

5x7 - 115V, 115H, 4x9.25 - 115V, 115H

5x7 - 128V, 128H, 4x9.25 - 128V, 128H
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Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted.
Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, with envelopes included at no extra charge

(additional postage required for square shape).

5x5 - 125V, 125H

5x5 - 126V, 126H 5x5 squares only - 127 5x5 - 128V, 128H

5x5 square only - 129 5x5 squares only - 130 5x5 - 131V, 131H

5x5 squares only - 132 5x5 circle only - 140 5x5 square only - 141

Double-Sided Flat Cards
~Exclusive 5x5 Designs~
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Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else, with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted. Inside contains coordinating design only
(except where indicated), with text area for personalization.

Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, cards are creased and shipped flat
with envelopes included at no extra charge.

Folded Cards
~5x7 Designs~

157V, 157H

158
Horizontal w/square nodes only

159
Horizontal w/square node only

Inside:
“Merry Christmas”

160V, 160H
Inside:

“let it snow, let it snow”

161
Horizontal w/sq & vert nodes only

162V, 162H

163V, 163H

164V, 164H

165V, 165H
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Folded Cards
~5x7 Designs~

192V, 192H
193V, 193H

Inside:
“wishing you a holiday that is

bright & merry”

169V, 169H
170

Vertical w/square nodes only

171V, 171H

172V, 172H

166V, 166H

167V, 167H

168V, 168H

Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else, with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted. Inside contains coordinating design only
(except where indicated), with text area for personalization.

Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, cards are creased and shipped flat
with envelopes included at no extra charge.
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Folded Cards
~5x5 Designs~

Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else, with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted. Inside contains coordinating design only
(except where indicated), with text area for personalization.

Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, cards are creased and shipped flat
with envelopes included at no extra charge (additional postage required for square shape).

173 square only 174V, 174H 175 square only

176V, 176H 177V, 177H 178 squares only

179V, 179H 180V, 180H 181 square only
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Folded Cards
~5x5 Designs~

Holiday Press Cards
One of a kind designs not available anywhere else, with image nodes in horizontal (H) and

vertical (V) orientations unless otherwise noted. Inside contains coordinating design only
(except where indicated), with text area for personalization.

Choice of smooth, textured, and linen card stock, cards are creased and shipped flat
with envelopes included at no extra charge (additional postage required for square shape).

182 squares only 183V, 183H 184 squares only

185V, 185H 187V, 187H 188 square only
Inside:

“Merry Christmas”

189 square only
Inside:

“Happy Holidays”

190 circle only
Inside:

“Best Wishes for a beautiful
holiday season”

191V, 191H
Inside:

“Merry Christmas”


